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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we prove an existence and uniqueness result for unsteady flows of vis- 
coelastic fluids through a strip with inflow and outflow boundary conditions, which can be regarded 
as perturbations of rigid motions. The fluids obey a constitutive law of Oldroyd type. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the Jeffreys model for incompressible viscoelastic fluids (0 < e < 1). The system of 
partial  differential equations in nondimensional form is given as follows (see, for instance, [1,2]): 
Re -~-+(u.V)u - ( l -e )Au+Vp=f+divr ,  
d ivu  = 0, (1) (0, ) We -~ + (u. V)r +g(Vu, r) +r=2eD[u]. 
System (1) is satisfied in ]0, 1[ xNx  ]0, T[, where T is a given positive number. We suppose the 
flow is periodic in the y-direction with period L. We set Q = ]0, 1[ x ]0, L[ and QT = Qx ]0, T[ .  
The unknowns are the velocity field u, the hydrodynamic pressure p, and the (symmetric) extra- 
stress tensor (the total  stress is given by a = -p I  + r). Re and We are the Reynolds and 
Weissenberg (positive) numbers, e is a positive retardat ion parameter  satisfying 0 < e < 1. We 
have also used the notat ion g(V  u, r )  = rW -Wr  - a (Dr  + TD), where W = (1/2)(V u - V uT), 
D = (1 /2 ) (Vu  + VuT) ,  and a • [ -1,  1]. For f = 0, a solution of system (1) is given by the 
uniform flow u = (U, 0), p = P0 and r = 0, with U • R, and P0 • R+. We are looking for flows 
which are unsteady perturbat ions of such a flow. 
Here we prescribe a nonzero body force f ,  some boundary conditions for the velocity and the 
extra-stress tensor as well. The velocities on the entry boundary FE = {X = (x, y) • Q; x = 0}, 
and on the exit boundary Fs = {X = (x, y) • Q; x = 1}, are given: 
u(o ,y , t )  = u~ = (v ,o )  + v(v)  = (v  + vl(v) ,~2(v))  
(2) 
u (1 ,v , t )  = us  = (v ,o )  + ~,(v) = (v  + ~(v) ,~(y) ) ,  
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for all y e ]0, L[ and t e [0, 7"], and satisfy 
O<us.n l rs ,  uE.n l rE  <- -a ,  for somea>0,  (3) 
where n is the outward normal unit vector to the boundary. Moreover, the extra stress tensor on 
the entry boundary is given 
T(0, y, t) = TE(y), y e ]0, L[, t e [0, T]. (4) 
We also give u and r at the initial time t = 0, 
u(0,.) = u0, T(0,.) = T0 in Q. (5) 
In [3], Renardy considers teady flows of viscoelastic fluids in a bounded channel. He proves that 
the Jeffreys model is well posed in the channel if all the components of T on F E are given. In the 
Maxwell case and in two dimensions he shows in particular that the steady problem is well posed 
if the diagonal part of r is given. Similar results hold in three-dimensional flows (see [3,4]). 
In this paper, we prove that, under suitable compatibility conditions for TO, u0, TE, prob- 
lem (1)-(5) admits a unique local solution. 
2. NOTATION AND RESULTS 
We use the following notation: 
C~,pe r = {u e (C°°(]0, 1[ xR)) 2 with x ---* u(x,y) • (C~°(]0, 1[)) 2 and 
y ~ u(x, y) periodic with period L}, 
D = {u • C~,per; divu = 0}, 
Hpmr(Q) = {u • Hl~ ((0, 1) x R) ; y ~ u(x, y) periodic with period L} 
(with the convention H°o¢ = L~oc), 
Hi,per(Q) = closure in Hi(Q) of C~  0,per, 
V = {u • Hi,per(Q); divu = 0 in (0, 1) x R}, 
0 H = {u • Hper(Q); divu = 0 in (0, 1) x R}. 
We denote by A = -pA  the Stokes operator with domain D(A) = H2er(Q) N V where P is the 
orthogonal projection operator of L~oc(Q ) on H. The initial data and the boundary conditions 
are supposed to satisfy the following compatibility conditions: 
uolr~=us,  uo[rs=US, f r  vx(y)dy= fr  wl(y)dy, 
E S 
(Pf(O) + Pd iv  T0 --(1 -- e)Auo - P [(u0" V)u0]) • IF, (6) 
TO[rE --~ TE,  
[We ((uo.V)v0 + g(v0, Vuo)) + V0] IrE -- 2eD [uo] IrE. 
THEOREM 1. (Existence of local regular solutions). Let f • C ([0, T], Hpler(O)), f '  • L2(0, T; 
H°per(Q)), uo • H3per(Q), us, us • Hg/2r ((0, L)) satisfying (3), To • H~er(Q), TS • H2per((0, L)) 
satisfying the compatibility conditions (6). Then there exists T* > 0 such that problem (1)-(4) 
admits a unique solution ( u, p, T ) satisfying the following: 
u • L 2 (0,T*; Hger(Q)  A C ([0, T*]; H~er(Q)), 
p • L 2 (0, T*; H2per(Q)), 7 • C (0, T*; H~er(Q) ) N L °° (0, T*;H~er(Q)), 
u' eL2(O,T*;H2per(Q))NC([O,T*]; V), T' eL°°(O,T*;H~er(Q)). 
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3. AUXIL IARY  PROBLEMS 
We first study two linearized problems, one for the velocity u, and the other one for the 
symmetric tensor T. We recall some classical results for the time dependent Stokes problem, 
written as 
LEMMA 1. 
- (1 - e)Auo + PF(O) E V. Then problem (7) admits a unique solution satisfying 
u(.) E V a.e. in (0,T), 
u' + (1 - e)Au = PF a.e. in (0, T),2 (7) 
u(0) = uo. 
We suppose F' e L2(0,T; H°per(Q)), f e C([0, T]; Hper(Q)),l uo e H3er(Q) N V and 
and there exists a constant c2 = c(e, Q) with 
2 2 
IlUIIL2(O,T;}Ig,r(Q))nL~(O,T;H~°~nV) T IlUIII2L2(O,T;H~,,(Q))nL~(O,T; V) ~- [[P[IL2(O,T;}I~(Q)) 
2 ~ 2 <_ c2 {IAuol 2 + IIPFIIL2(O,T;H~°~) "{-liFE IIL2(0,T;~.r) "~- [[PF(O) - (1 - e)Auo[12} . (8) 
These results are proven in a similar way as for the classical cases of periodic and Dirichlet 
boundary conditions (see [5]). 
We now turn to the study of the transport equation (1)3 verified by T. We first show the 
existence and the uniqueness of a regular solution ~- to the following problem: Find a tensor 
v = ~(x, y, t), periodic in the y-direction, solution of the transport equation 
OT "f 2e 
+ (~.V) T + g (~7 ~, ~') + Wee = We D [u-] a.e. in QT, 
~-(., 0) = TO a.e. in Q, (9) 
r(O,y,t) = rE(y) (y,t) a.e. in ]O,L[ × ]O,T[. 
The function ~ is given and satisfies the regularity of the solution of the Stokes problem given by 
Lemma 1, 
 EL2(O,T;H3er(Q))AC([O, TI;H2e (Q)) E L2 (0, T; 2 , H,or), (10) 
and ~ satisfies the boundary conditions (2) and (3). 
LEMMA 2. Let ~ satisfy hypotheses (2), (3) and (10). Let TE E H2er(0, L) and TO E H~er(Q ) sat- 
isfying the compatibility conditions (6)3, (6)~. Then there exists a unique solution of problem (9) 
such that 
T E Lc¢ ([0, T]; H2per(Q)) n C ([0, T]; H~er(Q)), T' E L °° (0, T; Hlper(Q)) 
with the estimates 
( -}- ¢4 ~ + ¢3T + I]Toll2 x exp co [lUIIL,(0,T;H~.r) + ~ee (11) 
( I ITtl[L~(O'T;HlP'r) <-- Co ]Igl]L°c(0'T;H~*r) nt-~ ]ITI]L°c(O'T;H2per) + C-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-~ ' (12) 
where ¢1, ¢2, ¢3 and ¢4 axe some constants depending on e, We, Q, UE, and rE. 
u E L 2 (0,T; H3er(Q)) n C ([0, T]; H2per n V) ,  
u' eL2(O,T;H2per(Q) NV)AC([O,T]; V), pEL2(O,T;H2per(Q) ) ,
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The existence of a unique solution is proven via the method of characteristics. We define the 
trajectory of some fluid element located at X at time t by the system of ordinary differential 
equations, 
dY (X, t; s) = ~ (Y(X,  t; s), s) o < s < t, 
ds ' (13) 
y(x ,  t; t) = x • Q. 
System (13) defines a vector function Y(X,  t; s) which satisfies 
(a) either (Y(X, t; s) • Q for all s, 0 < s < t, 
(b) or Y(X,t ;  t . (X,t))  • F~ for some t. • [0,T]. (14) 
We solve equation (9) along a trajectory defined by (13), and obtain two possible representation 
formulas for T, one for each case (a) or (b), that is 
r (X , t )=ro(Y (X , t ;O) )+~e {2~D[N-Weg(Vg,  r ) - r} (Y (X , t ; s ) , s )ds ,  (15) 
or  
{2~D[~ - We g(V ~,,') - , '}  (Y(X, t; s), s) as. (16) ~'(X,t) =rE(Y(X , t ; t . (X , t ) ) )+  ~e (x,t) 
To prove the regularity of r we can proceed in the same manner as Judovi~ [6]. In fact, it is not too 
hard to see that ~- E C([0, TI; H~er(Q)) in QT except on the surface {t.(X, t) = 0}. By differenti- 
ating the representation formulas (15) end (16) and using the compatibility conditions (6)3-(6)4, 
we prove that r • L°°(0,T; 2 Hper) N C([0, T]; Hpler(Q)) and v' • L°°(0, T; Hpler). 
Now the crucial point is to prove the energy estimates (11) and (12). To this end, we write a 
differential inequality satisfied by IMI2 (see [7]), 
2 dt (We II'rll 2) + [Irl[22 + uE.n IrEI 2 dyE2 0r2  d27B 02r 
- - -  ~ + dy + cqz + dy 2 + 0 -~ 
02~- 02r [  2 } (17) 
+ o~2 + ~ dr + ((v ~.v)., v ~) + ((D~.V)., D?.) 
+ 2 ((o~.v)o~, o~j~) + ((g(~, v ~), ~))2 < 2~ ((D[~], T))2. 
All the terms are classical to estimate xcept for the boundary integral term. Using equation (9) 
on FE, we obtain 
 11 11 Oz ,,r~ - 1,r~ ~ee IlD[~lll~,r~ + Ilg(V~, E)lli,r~ 
(18) 
+ IIv211~,r. dy 1,r~ + ~ IlT~ll~,r~ , 
2 2 where thanks to hypothesis (3)2 the quantities Xo = [[1/(vl + U)]10,r E and X1 = II1/(vl + U)[ll,rs 
are finite. Next we differentiate (9) with respect to x and deduce 
ox2 o,r~ -< xo \ \we]  + 2 II ~ll,,r~ Ilall~ + Xl 
x ~ + Ilrsll~,r~ Ilall] + II 2ll,,r~ dy ,,r~ + ~ee IIr~ll~,r~ 
+Xo \ \WeJ  +llT~ll~'r" Ilu'll~ • 
(19) 
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We rewrite (19) in the following way: 
O2T 12 ~ 2 Ilul13 + ¢4 I1¢11~ + ¢3, 0X 2 0,I"E -- (~1 Ilul13 + ¢2 I1~,11 ] - 2 (20) 
where (~1, (~2, (~3 and ¢4 axe some constants depending on c, We, Q, UE, and T E. It is now easy 
to deduce estimate (11) from (17), (18) and (20). Finally, estimate (12) for T' follows from (11) 
and (9). 
REMARK 1. Lemma 2 can also be proven by approximating fi by a sequence of regular fi~, so as 
to obtain an estimate of r in the LC~(0, T; H2per) norm, which is independent ofn. A compactness 
argument shows the existence of a solution T • L°~(0, T; H2per). 
4. PROOF OF  THEOREM 1 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the Schauder fixed point theorem (see, e.g., [2,8] for a 
similar proof). We define an application in the following manner: 
RT"  >X 
¢ : (~,~) - -~  (u,T), (21) 
where X = C([0,T]; Y) x C([0, T]; ~I~per), and 
RT = { (fi, ~), fi 6 C ([0, T]; H2per(Q)) N V) N L 2 (0, T; H3er(Q)) , 
f i '6C( [0 ,  T];Y) nL  2(0,T; 2 ~'Iper (q ) )  , 
• n °° (0,T; H2per(Q)), ~' • n ~ (0, T; Hlp~r(Q)), 
(22) 
fi(0) = u0 - r (Ubd), ~(0) = TO, ~ Irs = TE, 
- 2 ~ l  2o¢ 2 
]]lt]]L~o(O,T;H2p,rNV)nL2(O,T;HaF ) 4" L (O,T;V)NL (0,T;H2per) <~-- f~l, 
[I'~[[L--(0,T;.L,(Q)) < ~2, [I~"[[L--(O,T;~L~(Q)) < ~3}. 
Z /31, /32, and/33 are positive constants, r(•bd ) • ~]Iper(Q) satisfies div r(Ubd) = 0, and the boundary 
conditions for the velocity field u (2). The set RT is not empty if/31 and/32 are sufficiently large. 
In the definition (21) of ¢, the functions u and v are the solution of the following problems: 
Reu '  + (1  - e)Au = P { f  + d iv~ - Re [(fi + r(Ubd))  • V (fi + r (Ubd))  
+ (1 -- ~)~r (ubd) ]}  
u(0)  = u0 -- r (Ubd) 
a.e. in QT, (23) 
in Q, 
We{T'+[(~+r(Ubd)) .V] . r+g(V(~+r(Ubd)) ,T)}+r=2eD[~+r(Ubd)]  a.e. in QT, 
T(0) =to  in Q, 
T]F E = T E on F E. 
(24) 
LEMMA 3. There exists a time Tc > 0 such that VT < To, ¢(RT) C RT. 
Problems (23) and (24) admit a unique solution (u, T) as seen from Lemmas 1 and 2. To 
prove that (u, r) belongs to RT, we use estimates (8), (11) and (12). After some calculations, 
we deduce that the constants/3i, i = 1, 2, 3 and T have to satisfy 
2 /3~ > max {2c2 IIA (uo - r (Ubd))[[1, 2 [IIA (~o - ," (Ubd))[[ 2 + IIfIIL=(0,T;.L, ) 
(25) 
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T <ra in  2~(-U~dd)]~3 ] '2¢3 '  ¢(~2,  N ,N , r (Ubd) )  ' 
where ¢ - c (1) (~  +~)  +c  (2) (llr(Ubd)112 + 8 2 + (1/2)(11 + Re4)~l 2) + (c (2) + 11/2)[Ir(Ubd)II 4. Some 
easy but tedious calculations how the continuity of the application ¢ for the topology of XT~, 
and the compactness of RT in XTo implies the compactness of ¢. 
Finally, the uniqueness of a solution is proven by using the energy method. 
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